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Author's response to reviews:

According to peer reviewers Comments to the authors, we've made modifications in the manuscript and all changes have been underlined and written in red.

I- Reviewer: Pr EL FEZZAZI REDOUANE

- Figures are not reported coherently: we made figures coherent.

- need figure to see how was the Talus on the CT scan?: Figure 3 is a CT of the foot that shows how was the talus in the CT

- Why not a chest CT scan to see lung’s metastasis?: due to lack of means of our patient a chest radiograph was performed and was normal

- Immunochemistry is needed to corroborate Ewing's sarcoma: it was performed

II- Reviewer: Pr Ali TAHRI

- correction of grammatical errors done: page 2: right not wright and Page 3: neoadjuvant chemotherapy not adjuvant chemotherapy